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fNE of the things that strikes me with
wonder is the very small amount of
attention paid by our governing
men, and the generalpublic, to the
vast importance of the road. The

road absolutely governs our social and
commercial conditions, and these conditions
will be happy and prosperous, or miserable
and depressed, very much as the road is good
and well managed, or otherwise. Without
roads (I,of course, amusing the word in its
widest sense) nothing, absolutely nothing,
can be done. There can be no advance, no
production, no social intercourse,no civilisa-
tion. And yet what little attention we pay
to this great matter.

We have now beeniv this country for over
sixty years, and still we are without any
proper overland communication between its
two chief cities,Auckland and Wellington,
asindeed also withNapier andNew Plymouth.
This fact shows how little the greatquestion
of roads has occupied the public mind.

War time brings vividly before us the
great value of the road, and should we bo
involvedin war, weshall have to pay for our
neglect of it. What support, in such an
event, could Hawke's Bay, Taranaki, or
Wellington get from Aucklandunderexisting
circumstances ?

Railroads are ourbest form of roads, they
are now our great highways, and to reform
their administration, to reduce the present
chaotic mass of charges and regulations to
something like order, to greatiy reduce the
charges made, to render these highways
available in every district, and by every
individual, was the task Iset myself in
1882. Probably it is well,that we do not
always know all that our workmeans, at the
time we enter uponit.

When once the Stage System was before
the New Zealand publicitcommanded avery
large shareofattention. The Press, with its
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nsual liberality, from one cud of tho colony
to the other, devoted considerable space to
itsdiscussion. Itsoonattracted the attention
of our Parliament, and in July LBB3, the
lion. J. A.Tole asked the Minister for Public
Works if he was prepared to give it a trial.
He replied in the negative, This was the
first occasion on which the Sta^u System
was mentioned in Parliament. In every
subsequent session it has commanded more
or less attention, and has several times
divided the House.

Unfortunately, from tho very firstourchief
railway officials took up a hostile attitude
towards the now system, and still more
unfortunately, in spite of the unanswerable
evidence in its favour, thoy still maintain it.
Why is it that professional men, almost
invariably reject and resout any suggested
improvement that comes to them from out-
side? They might remember that reforms
rarely, if ever, come from within,but almost
invariably from without.

One of my great aims was to simplify
railway charges and classification, and after
the continuous study of seventeen years, 1
still say that there is not the slightest need
for the multiplicity of charges, and the
terrible confusion that now provails.

WhenItook this matter inhand wo had
1,333 miles of railway, and to work them, it
was thought necessary to have a system of
charges that took forty-two pagesof closoly
printedfoolscap todescribe,there woreOfteou
different classes of merchaudise, seventeen
parcels rates, special rates, etc., and to inter-
pret this mass of confusion there were seven
hundred and sixty alphabetical references.

What is the number of rates in existence
on ourrailways at the present time, 1do not
know,Ihave long sincegivenup trying to
follow them; suffice it to ea-y that the con-
fusion grows more confounded every year.
Itmust not be thought that this complexity
is in anywaynecessary, it is part aud parcel.
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